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“Polaris Rising is space opera at its best, intense and addictive, a story of honor, courage,

betrayal, and love. Jessie Mihalik is an author to watch.”--Ilona Andrews, #1 New York Times

bestselling authorA space princess on the run and a notorious outlaw soldier become unlikely

allies in this imaginative, sexy space opera adventure—the first in an exciting science fiction

trilogy.In the far distant future, the universe is officially ruled by the Royal Consortium, but the

High Councillors, the heads of the three High Houses, wield the true power. As the fifth of six

children, Ada von Hasenberg has no authority; her only value to her High House is as a pawn

in a political marriage. When her father arranges for her to wed a noble from House Rockhurst,

a man she neither wants nor loves, Ada seizes control of her own destiny. The spirited princess

flees before the betrothal ceremony and disappears among the stars.Ada eluded her father’s

forces for two years, but now her luck has run out. To ensure she cannot escape again, the

fiery princess is thrown into a prison cell with Marcus Loch. Known as the Devil of Fornax Zero,

Loch is rumored to have killed his entire chain of command during the Fornax Rebellion, and

the Consortium wants his head.When the ship returning them to Earth is attacked by a battle

cruiser from rival House Rockhurst, Ada realizes that if her jilted fiancé captures her, she’ll

become a political prisoner and a liability to her House. Her only hope is to strike a deal with

the dangerous fugitive: a fortune if he helps her escape.But when you make a deal with an

irresistibly attractive Devil, you may lose more than you bargained for . . .
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Kbaxburn, “Wow!. Ok, I almost never read this genre.. I’m strictly urban fantasy with some

paranormal romance sprinkled in, but when Ilona Andrews suggests a book, you have to check

out blurb. It caught my eye then I read the Excerpt on Jessie Mihalik’s website and I was

hooked. I had to force myself to go to bed this morning (330ish) so that I wouldn’t be a zombie.

Thank you for this story. I can’t wait for your other books to come out. ”

DebB, “Excellent - engaging, exciting, good, well drawn, strong characters.... For a first novel,

which this is, this is really pretty good. Conversations flow and are natural, the plot isn't too

preposterous - so no feats of utterly unfeasible derring-do and heroine'ism. That said, our

heroine Ada is wonderfully competent, and capable and unflappable, and decent and caring -

so no daft act-now-think-later behaviour, no getting distracted by a fine set of muscles - she

notices the muscles for sure, but can wait for an appropriate time and place, and let the

anticipation build. She doesn't drool over men - an unpleasant image that seems to be popular

with RH and UF writers at the moment. Big mastiff dogs drool, and it really isn't pretty.So Loch,

our hero, has a lot to live up to. Which he does, admirably, in his own way, without being

emasculated by Ada. He supports her, stands by her, fights his own battles - and is big and

sexy and, when the need arises, a champion hugger!She has sisters who stand by her despite

her being on the run from their father, sisters who sort things for her, and help as they can, and

there are two supporting characters who are well drawn, and pretty capable a well.As well as a

good mystery/how do we stop a war sort of book, with some ok sc-fi bits and bobs, this is also

a romance - nothing slushy and no insta-lurve, fate and events mean they are forced to take

time to get to know each other before the inevitable consummation, which is nicely lacking any

purple prose or crudities, and tells you just enough for you to get the picture!So, as is probably

evident, I liked this. I like books with competent capable women who don't get all silly when a

man flexes his pecs at them, and a man who knows when what's needed most is a cuddle.This

is expensive for a kindle book from a new author. I've read the author's novelette The Queen's

Gambit, and am following the serialised sequel to that on her website, so I wasn't diving into

the unknown. This is worth the pennies - it's well written, engaging, and will take re-reads,

always a key test for me.”

booksy, “A fun, page-turning space adventure.. I'm going to come at this review from the point



of view that it's YA romance (not sci fi). So, within that context, this is a really great novel. Let's

use Sarah J Maas as the benchmark, as many YA readers are huge Maas fans. While this

doesn't deliver on complexity of plot (at least in this instalment), I feels it delivers in other ways

- especially if you're after a quick read that's easier to digest. The writing is tight and good.

Before picking this up, I'd started a couple of other books but just couldn't get into them. This

one gripped me from the start. I felt that the worldbuilding was incredibly good - no info dumps

here, just interesting tidbits of info scattered throughout the novel. I loved Ava - in a way that I

often don't like Maas's heroines. She's sassy, loyal and kick-arse but without being annoying,

petulant or conceited (Aelin anyone?!) Also - big bonus, the sizzle in this is better than Maas's

books. So if that's what you're after, you'll get that here. In fact, I'd probably categorise this

more as NA than YA, simply due to some of the language and sex scenes - it all depends on

whether someone's at the younger or older end of YA, I guess.One critique might be Marcus

Loch (the love interest) - I felt he was a bit too Alpha male without many nuanced qualities.

Compared to Ava, he felt a bit flat. In some respects, he came off as too possessive and

domineering, especially early on (what Maas's characters might refer to as an Alpha-hole!)

There was a lot of 'growling' and suchlike. In some ways I found Ian, Head of Security for Ava's

family House, more intriguing (he's a minor character, but one I hope we see more of in coming

books). Rhys too - somebody Ava is acquainted with who helps her in her mission. I think, in

terms of sizzling love interests, nobody does it quite like Laura Thalassa - but there's enough in

this novel to satisfy those readers who like a bit more of a 'grownup' romance element.I think if

anyone comes at this from a straight sci-fi point of view, they'll be disappointed (if you want

sophisticated sci-fi, Mary Doria Russel's The Sparrow is hard to beat). However, as a page-

turning space romp with a ballsy heroine, this is a great start to a series.”

kara-karina, “Basically, Kate Daniels in space.. Polaris Rising is basically Kate Daniels in

space. It kicks butt in a spectacular, showy way and the main characters are not only larger

than life, but their snarkiness and chemistry are also both off the charts.Expect to be wowed by

insane skills and crazy, reckless, action scenes. Ava and Loch are unstoppable, and I was

whooping inside reading about their escapades.Really clever, tight plot. Great secondary

characters. Finishes too soon. What else do you want? Read it.”

Saira, “Love this book and this author. I love this book so much. Jessie Mihalik is a new writer

for me (she was recommended on Ilona Andrews' blog last year). I went out and got this book

and love it so much.I love her writing style and the depths she gives to her protagonists. Also,

her heroine isn't an all seeing, all knowing, all powerful person. She has limitations and is a

normal person. I like the realism that Jessie applies to her characters. She uses wit and

intelligence to get out of situations which is refreshing.I have since bought every book she has

written.”

The book by Jessie Mihalik has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 1,063 people have provided feedback.
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